Takeaways

- We identified five distinct purpose-oriented e-scooter usage patterns in Nashville.
- ¾ of e-scooter trips were NOT tourist-oriented nighttime entertainment trips.
- E-scooter usage pattern doesn't resemble commuting pattern in Nashville.
- The number of e-scooter trips of each five distinct patterns increased over a year.
- E-scooter ridership increases during weekends and summer months in general.

Abstract

Electric scooters (e-scooters) are becoming one of the most popular micromobility options in the United States [1]. Although there is some evidence of increased mobility, reduced carbon emissions, replaced car trips, and associated public health benefits, there is little known about the patterns of e-scooter use. This study proposes a framework for high-resolution analysis of micromobility data based on temporal, spatial, and weather attributes. As a case study, we scrutinized more than one million scooter trips of Nashville, Tennessee, from September 1, 2018, to August 31, 2019. Weather data and land use data from the Nashville Travel Demand Model data and scraping of Google Maps Point of Interest (POI) data complemented the trip data. The combination of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and a K-Means unsupervised machine learning algorithm identified five distinct e-scooter usage patterns, namely daytime short errand, utilitarian, evening social, night-time entertainment district, and recreational trips.

Research Design

Unsupervised machine learning methods can identify distinct purpose-oriented trip patterns of e-scooter use.

Study Area: Nashville, Tennessee
Study period: September 1, 2018 to August 31, 2019
Data Source:
- E-scooter data: 1,072,430 trips from Shared Use Mobility Device (SUMD) data
- Land-use characteristics: Nashville Activity-Based Model and Point of Interest (POI) data from Google Maps
- Weather data: Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN)

Results

Eleven principle components were used to identify 16 K-means clusters that are further grouped into five usage-grouped clusters based on general characteristics of individual K-means clusters such as trip distance, and origin and destination location. These usage-grouped clusters are daytime short errand, utilitarian, evening social, night-time entertainment district, and recreational trips. The summary of five usage-grouped clusters are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Daytime short errand</th>
<th>Utility</th>
<th>Evening social</th>
<th>Night-time Entertainment District</th>
<th>Recreational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of trips by count</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>26.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of trips by Vehicle-Miles Traveled</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>25.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of trips by travel duration</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>25.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Temporal Distribution

The analysis of full year data shows temporal change in usage-grouped clusters.

Key findings

- Eleven principle components explained 91.5% of variance in the data, where several variables such as trip start time, and downtown land use type at origin as well as destination had a strong effect on principle components.
- Among usage-grouped clusters, the night-time entertainment district has the highest proportion of trips (26% of all e-scooter trips) followed by evening social (13% of all e-scooter trips).
- The daily average trips of all five usage-grouped clusters increase during summer months, although they are also influenced by other factors such as holidays, semester schedule of Vanderbilt University, and special events like NFL draft.
- Some usage-grouped clusters, like night-time entertainment district trips, start and end within the same built environment categories, whereas others, like daytime short errand trips, are more evenly distributed among all built environment categories.
- The general e-scooter pattern doesn't resemble bikeshare usage patterns, which shows some commuting trips.
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